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Abstract 
We study the Euler approximation scheme for solutions of stochastic differential equations 
with boundary conditions in two different examples: (a) the one-dimensional case with linear 
boundary condition, and (b) the multidimensional case with constant diffusion coefficient and 
general boundary condition, In both cases the error is measured in the LP-norm. 
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tions 
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1 Introduction 
This article deals with Stratonovich stochastic differential equations driven by 
a Wiener process 
dX,  = a (Xt )odW,  + b(X, )dt ,  0 < t < 1, (1.1) 
with a boundary  condit ion of the form 
h(Xo,  X1) = h. (1.2) 
The solution {X,  t E [0, 1] }, whenever it exists, is a non-adapted stochastic process, 
because of (1.2). 
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Our goal is to prove an Euler scheme for these kinds of equations in two different 
cases considered in Donati-Martin (1991) and Nualart and Pardoux (1991), respec- 
tively: 
(a) The one-dimensional c se with linear boundary condition; 
(b) the multidimensional c se with constant coefficient a and a general boundary 
condition. 
We prove LP-convergence of the approximation scheme and obtain the rate of 
convergence (see Theorems 2.1 and 3.2). 
Section 2 is devoted to the analysis of case (a). Here we assume h(Xo, X1) = 
FoXo + F~X~, FoF~ >>-0 and, then, Xt = ~t(Xo), where {~bt(x), t~ [0, 1]} is the 
stochastic flow associated with (1.i) and Xo is the unique solution to 
FoXo + FI~I(Xo)= ho. Therefore, the approximation problem is related to the 
strong convergence of an Euler scheme for (1.1) with some given initial condition Xo 
studied in Ahn and Kohatsu-Higa (1995). Actually, we have to prove that 
Xo e 0p~ ~ Lp (this condition ensures the assumption of Ahn and Kohatsu-Higa 
(1995, Theorem 3.1)) and then provide an approximate scheme for Xo as well. 
In Section 3 we study case (b). Following Nualart and Pardoux (1991), the solution 
Xt is obtained by composition of a linearized equation related to (1.1) and a bijective 
non-linear transformation T of the paths of the Wiener process. The main difficulty 
here is to find approximations for T and it is solved reducing the problem to one of 
approximation of stochastic differential equations where the initial condition is the 
fixed point of some mapping related with T. 
Along the paper all constants are denoted by C although they may be different from 
one expression to another. 
2. The Stratonovich stochastic differential equation with linear boundary condition 
Consider the stochastic Stratonovich differential equation with linear boundary 
condition 
dXt = a(Xt) o dWt + b(Xt) at, o <~ t <~ 1, 
FoXo + F1XI = ho. (2.1) 
1 t Here a and b are real functions, Fo,Fl,ho ~ ~. Set bl = b + ~aa and suppose that 
ba,a are C* functions with bounded erivatives and FoFI > 0. Then, there exists 
a unique continuous solution to (2.1) and, moreover, this solution belongs to the space 
k~,loc (see Theorem 4.1 in Donati-Martin, 1991). More precisely, consider the stochas- c 
tic flow associated with (2.1), 
x + f l  a(~bs(x))o dW~ + f l  b(eI)~(x))ds, (2.2) q) t(x) 
and the function G(x) = Fox + Fl~m(X). There exists a unique measurable Xo: O --* 
such that G(co, Xo(~O))= ho. Furthermore, Xt:= ~t(Xo) is the unique continuous 
solution of Eq. (2.1) in the space Q_~,~oc. 
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Our aim is to present a strong Euler approximation scheme for (2.1). Taking into 
account he results of Ahn and Kohatsu-Higa (1995), the program consists in giving 
numerical approximations for Xo and then checking the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 
in Ahn and Kohatsu-Higa (1995). 
We introduce some notation. Let ~ = {0 -- to < tl < ... < tin+ 1 = 1} be a partition 
of [0, 1]; as usual, we denote by Ib rt II its mesh, that is, Ih 7t II = sup0 <. k <. ~ Irk+ t -- tk I. 
We define r/: [0, 1] --* R as follows: 
~(t) = ~ tkltt~.,~÷,~(t ). 
k=0 
The approximation of (2.2) is given by the solution to the equation 
x + + fl bl(~n~s)(x))ds" (2.3) 
We will define a numerical approximation for Xo associated with rt, which we will call 
Xo. Then we will prove 
lim E I sup I~t(Xo)-q~,(Xo) IP}=O, p>~l 
I1~11 ~0 LO~<t~<l 
and we will obtain the rate of convergence. 
Fix ~t with hi ~ II = ~- Without loss of generality, we can assume that ~ is a uniform 
partition. Let M > 0; Chebychev's inequality ields 
P l  sup ,W(AR) ,>M}~<~ 6q/2-~, q>~2, (2.4) 
LO<<.k<~m 
where W (Ak) denotes the increment W,~+~ - W~k, k = 0, . . . ,  m. From (2.3) we obtain 
~o(X)  = x, 
~,k+,(x) = ~,k(x) + a(qS,k(x))W(Ak) + b(~,k(x))6 (2.5) 
and, using a recursive argument, ~;(x) = 1, 
k 
~[,+,(x) = H (1 + tr'(~,,(x))W(A,) + b'(~,,(x))6), (2.6) 
i=0  
k=0,  . . . ,  m. 
Let C := In a' [I ~ + IL b'l] ~. Choose 6, M > 0 satisfying 6 v M < 1/4C. Then, on the 
set LM = {suP0<k<,, [ W(AR)I < M}, ~(x)  is strictly positive and, consequently, if 
~o e LM, the function G(x, ~o) given by 
G(x, ~o) = Fox + F 1 q~l (~, x) 
is monotone. We denote by )~o(~O) the unique solution to t~(x, ~o) = ho, to ~LM. 
Remark 2.1. The following procedure provides approximations for Xo(CO). Assume 
FoF1 > 0. To simplify the notation we skip the dependence on co. Fix )~2.o ~< )~.o 
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such that (~()~o 2'°) ~<ho, G()~ 1'°) ~> ho. We proceed inductively as follows. Let 
)~'~ ~< )~o ~'' be such that d()~o 2'') ~< ho, d()~o ~'~) ~> ho, i ~> O. Consider ()~2.~ + )~1,~/2). 
Then, 
if (7,( "~2'i + )~°1'i) 
2 <ho,  
i fG +)?  " 2 > ho, 
i fG o +X ' 
2 = ho, 
Notice that I Jfo 2'I 
-1~2,i+ 1set ~x o 
-~2,i+ 1 ~2, i  -~1,i+ 1 
set ~x o = ~x o , -'~o - 
set )70 - j~g,i + ~, i  
2 
- )~o ~'~ ] ~< I )72 ' °  - -  )~o~'°1/(2~-~),  i i> 1. 
~2, i  }_ .,~l,i ~1 , i+1 --1,i 
2 ,~-o =Xo , 
2 ' 
Let Xo = )70 IL M -]- 0IL~. The integer M plays the role of a stability index. When the 
increments of the Brownian motion are too big, then a solution to G(x, co) = ho may 
not exist. 
We can now state a fundamental ingredient in the proof of the main result of this 
section. 
Propos i t ion  2.1. Assume that bl , a are C4 functions with bounded erivatives, FoF1 > O. 
Then Xo belongs to LP(f2) for any p >~ 1. 
Proof. It suffices to check the following facts: 
(a) P - lima ~o)?o = Xo, 
(b) SUpo<a~lElXol v < + oo. 
Let us first show (a). We have 
(Xo - )~o) 1LM --  F I (~ I (Xo)  - -  ~31 (Xo) )  
- - Fo + F I~ ' I (Zo)  1L. ,  (2.7) 
with Zo a random point between Xo(¢O ) and )~o(¢O), 09 6 LM. Indeed, for ~o 6 LM, 
FoXo(¢O) + F1 ~1 (09,)70((o)) = ho. (2.8) 
Consequently, 
n{IXo - Xol > q} ~ n{(IXo - )~ol > tl)C~LM} + n{L~}, t /> 0. (2.9) 
Let k ~> 0 be such that P{IXo[ > k} ~< 6. Then, (2.8), (2.7) and (2.4) with q =4 yield 
P{IXo -Xo l  > t/} ~< P{ I~, (Xo) -~, (Xo) l  > t/',]Xol ~< k} + 26 
P~sup Icb,(x)- ~,(x)] > t/'~ + 26, (2.10) ~< 
(Pxl ~< k ) 
with t/' = t/] Fo/F~ I. 
By Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 in Ahn and Kohatsu-Higa (1995), the right-hand side of 
(2.10) is bounded by (1/O'P)C6 p/2 + 2J and, consequently, 
l imP{ lXo-Xo l>q}=O,  q>O. 
6~0 
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We now show (b). The identity (2.8) implies 
ho - F1 (~1(0) 
XolLM = Fo +-K~)  1~' 
with 2o a random point lying between 0 and )~o(~O), ~) ~ LM. Next we check 
sup sup El~,,(x)l p<~C(I +lxlP), p~> 1. 
0~6~<10~k~<m+l 
Indeed, the linear growth of the coefficients implies 
E[~,(x)IP <<. C(IxIP + I + f2 E[~n,~,(x)IP ds). 
Consequently. 
sup El',(x),P<<.C(,x,P+l+fro sup E,',(x),Pds). T~[0. I] 
O <~t <~ T O <~r<~s 
and Gronwall's lemma yields (2.12). 
Then, (2.11) and (2.12) imply 
sup E/XolP= sup E{ ho_ -F ,~ PlL,} 
0<6<1 0 <5~<1 Fo + Fa ~l(Zo) 
<<. IFoI-P(IholP+IF1 1 p o<6~<lsup EI45,(0)IP) ~< C. 
The proof of the proposition is complete. [] 
We can now state the result which motivated this section. 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that the assumptions of Proposition 2.1 are satisfied. Let 
7t = {0 =- to < ta < .-. < tm+l =l} be a partition with II roll < ~. Then 
Etlo<t~<sup, ]¢t(Xo) - ~t(Xo)] p} <<. C(~ p/2 , (2.13) 
fi~r some constant C independent of ft. 
Proof. Clearly, 
Et sup L~,IXo) - ~,(Xo)l~ < Cia(~) + b(~)), 
[o~t< 1 ) 
with 
a(f) = E {o~<t<lsup Icbt(Xo) - ~t(Xo),P}, 
b(~)=EI  sup ,~,(Xo)-~,(Xo), v}. 
l o  ~<t< 1
(2.14) 
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Proposition 2.1 and the analogue of Theorem 3.1 in Ahn and Kohatsu-Higa (1995) for 
L p norms yield 
a(3) ~< C6 v/2. (2.15) 
For b(b) we have 
b(b) ~< Cc(6)d(6), 
where 
c(6)2 = E ~(o~t<,lsup [~;(~o)12v}, 
d(3) 2 = elXo - Xol 2p, 
with r/o a random point between Xo and Xo. 
In Lemma 2.1 we prove that c(b) is finite. By the definition of Xo, 
ElXo -- Xo f  <<. C(e(6) +f(3)), 
with 
e(6) = E{]Xo[VlL~}, 
f(3) = E{IXo - )~o Iv 1LM}' 
Schwarz's inequality, Proposition 2.1 and the estimate (2.4) with q = 2p + 2 yield 
e(6) <<. (EIXo 12v)1/2 (p(L~))l/2 <~ CbV/:. (2.16) 
Finally, since on LM, ~(x)  is positive, using (2.7) and Theorem 3.1 in Ahn and 
Kohatsu-Higa (1995) we obtain 
F1 El ~l(Xo) -  ~J~l(Xo)[ p ~ C(~P/2. (2.17) f(6) <. Fo 
The estimates (2.16) and (2.17) yield b(6) <<. C3 p/2. This result, together with (2.15) and 
(2.14) conclude the proof. [] 
The following lemma has been used in the proof of the preceding theorem. 
Lemma 2.1. For any random variable X, 
sup E~ sup [~;(X)IPl < oo, p ~>2. 
0<~<1 I O~t~l ) 
Proof. Taking derivatives in (2.3) we obtain 
E I sup [~:(X)IVl=E I sup sup ,~(X)[ v} 
(0 ~<t~l ) {.O<~k<~mtE[tk,tk+l) 
su,  sup 
~O<~k<~m t~ [tk,tk+ 1) 
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The identity (2.6) yields 
E sup IqS[k(X)lP <~CE ( l+ lW(A i ) lv+6 p) 
O<~k<~m 
~< C(1 + 6P/2) 1/~. 
Notice that the right-hand side of the preceding inequality is bounded uniformly in 
be(0, 1]. 
In addition, Doob's maximal inequality implies 
E I su  p sup ]Wt -Wtk IP}~C6 p/2-1 
[ O<-<.k <~m te[tk,tk+ l)
This ends the proof of the lemma. [] 
3. Multidimensional stochastic differential equations 
with general boundary conditions 
In this section we consider the stochastic differential equation 
dX, + f(Xt) dt = B dW.  
with boundary condition 
h(Xo, X1) = h. 
t e [0, 11, (3.1) 
(3.2) 
We assume that {Xt, t e [0, 1]} is Na-valued, {W,, t e [0, 1]} is a W-valued Brownian 
motion, f :  Na __. Ra takes the form 
f(x) = ax + Bf(x), 
where A is a d x d matrix, f :  R a --* Nk is measurable and locally bounded and/3 is 
a d x k matrix. Finally h:RZd~ Na and h e Na. Without loss of generality, we may 
assume k ~< d. In Nualart and Pardoux (1991) a theorem on existence and uniqueness 
of solution for this kind of equations has been established. More explicitly, let 
Cffo([0, 1]; R k) be the set of continuous, Ra-valued functions vanishing at 0; set 
F = {~1 eat~3 d~o(t); q0 e cg([0, 1]; Rk)}, where the integrals are denned using integra- 
tion by parts. Assume 
(H 1) For any z e F the equation h(y, e-a(y + Z)) = h has a unique solution y = g(z). 
In order to find the solution of (3.1), (3.2) we consider the linear equation 
dYt+AYtdt=/3dW,  t e [0, 1], 
with boundary condition (3.2). This equation has a unique solution given by 
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Let 2; = {~ e c£( [0, 1]; •k), Ct -- ~0 + ~O ACs dse Im B, 0 ~< t ~< 1, h(~o, ~l) =/~}. There 
exists a bijection 0:~o([0, 1]; ~k) __. S such that Yt = (~9(W))t. Finally, we define the 
mapping T:Cgo([0, 1]; ~k)--* ~0([0, 1]; ~k)by 
T(O) = 0 + flf((O(O))s)ds. (3.4) 
Theorem 3.1. (Nualart and Pardoux, 1991). Assume T is a bijection and (H1). Then Eq. 
(3.1) with boundary condition (3.2) possess a unique solution 9iven by 
x = O(T - I (W) ) .  (3.5) 
As in the preceding section our purpose is to provide numerical approximations for 
the process X defined by (3.5). The difficulty here comes from the fact that we do not 
have an explicit expression for the paths T - 1 (W). Indeed, set 0 = T - ~ (W); then (3.4) 
and (3.3) yield 
O,=W,- - f : f (e -AS[9( f ]eA"BdO, )+f ]eAuBdO, ] )ds .  (3.6) 
This equation shows that 0 depends on its past as well as its future. Therefore, the 
approximation of 0 does not seem easy to obtain from (3.6). Instead, we propose the 
following approach: Set q~t = ~ eAUB d0u. Then, 
Xt=e-At [9 ( f ]eA"BdO, )+f :eA"BdO, ]  
= e-At[g(q01) + et]. (3.7) 
From (3.6) we easily obtain ~ot = ~t + ut with 
~t = f l  eA'BdW" (3.8) 
u, = - f l  eASBf(e-AS[g(~l + U~) + (~s + Us)]) ds. (3.9) 
Fix y e N and assume 
ut(y) = - f l  eA'Bf(e-As[9(~ + y) + Cs + uAy)]) ds (3.10) 
has a unique solution. Moreover, suppose that the mapping y ~ ua(y) has a unique 
fixed point y*. Then, clearly 
qg, = ~t + ue(y*). (3.11) 
Hence, our approximations for X, will be constructed from approximations of ~, and 
approximations of the flow u~(y*). 
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We first establish a result ensuring that T is bijective. This question is also related to 
the existence of a unique fixed point for y ~ u~(y). Given a d x k matrix M we denote 
by I ml its norm, that is, ]MI = supr~l=~lmx[. 
Proposition 3.1. Assume f and 9 are Lipschitz functions with Lipschitz constant Ly and 
Lo, respectively. I f  
the mapping T defined by (3.4) is bijective. 
Proof. The assumptions on f 9 imply the existence of a unique continuous olution 
{ut(y), t e [0, 1] } to (3.10). Then, following Nualart and Pardoux (1991, Proposition 
2.5) the proof reduces to show that y ~ u~(y) has a unique fixed point. 
Let Yl, Y2 e Ne, t e [0, 1]. The Lipschitz property o f f  and g yield 
e 2 IALt _ 1 
]ut(Yl)--  ut(Y2)] <~ ]B iL ]L  o ~T-/i [ ]yl - -YE[  
+ ]BIL l  eZl"~lSlus(Yl) -- us(y2)] ds. (3.13) 
Lemma 3.1 (Gronwall's lemma), with Yt = [ut(yO - ut(y2)], f(t)  = ]B[L]L o x ((e 2 IAI _ 1) 
/2]A]) ]Yl - -  Y21 and 9(t) = [B]L?e 21Al', implies 
2~g~ -1  lYl-Y2[- (3.14) 
The assumption (3.12) together with (3.14) for t = 1 imply that the mapping y ~ u~(y) 
is a strict contraction. This completes the proof. [] 
Notice that condition (3.12) depends on the time interval where Eqs. (3.1) with (3.2) 
are considered. 
Remark 3.1. If d = 1, condit ion (3.12) can be replaced by 
go[exp( lB lg] )  - 1] < 1, (3.15) 
which is weaker. Indeed, in this case 
]ut(yO -- ut(Y2)l <~ IBILfLotly~ - Y21 +[B IL ]  f l  lu,(yO Us(Y2)[ ds. 
Hence, by Gronwall's lemma, 
[ut(yO - u,(y2){ ~ Lo[exp(IBIL])  --1] [Yl -- Yz]. 
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Remark 3.2. I f f  is linear then f=0 and therefore (3.12) is automatically satisfied. 
Fix a partition n = {0 = to < t~ < ..- < t,,+ ~ = 1}. In the sequel we will use the 
same notation as in the preceding section and assume that the hypotheses of Proposi- 
tion 3.1 are satisfied. Associated with n we define ~, fit(Y) by 
~t = fl ean~)B dW,, 
fit(Y) = - - f l  eAn(s)Bf(e-An(s)[y(~l + y) + ~(s) + f i .(s)(Y)]) ds. 
Using similar arguments as in the proof of Proposition 3.1 we prove that y ~ fi! (y) 
has a unique fixed point, say 37*. Indeed, the analogue of (3.13) is 
Ifit(y~) - fit(y2)l <. IBILzLglyl - Y2 I l l  e21At~(s) ds 
fo + IBIL] e21al~(~) I fi,~,)(yl) - a,(~)(y2)l ds, 
and, consequently, since e 2rAIn(s) ~< e 24Ads, 
sup I fi~(Y0 -- fis(Y2)[ -%< InlL]Lglyl - Y2P - -  
O<~s<<.t 
e 21AIt - 1 
21AI 
fo + [BIL? e 21Al(s) sup ]fir(Y1) - fir(Y2)] ds. O<~r<~s 
Then, Gronwall's lemma yields 
sup Ifis(yl)- as(y2)l ~< Lg exp (e 21AIr -1).-7-77~,L] - 1 lyx - Y21. 
O~s~t 
Set 0t = ~-t + fit(Y*). We can now state the main result of this section. 
(3.16) 
Theorem 3.2. Assume that the assumptions of Proposition 3.1 are satisfied. Fix a parti- 
tion rr of [0, 1] and let 
Xt = e-m[g(Oa) + Ot]. 
Then 
E{o<t<,sup ,Xt-  Xt,'} <~ C6p. p >~ 2. (3.17) 
where 6 := II rc II and C is a constant independent of 6. 
Proof. Taking into account (3.7). the proof of (3.17) reduces to check 
E{o<t<,sup ,~t -~,  p} <~C6 p, (3.18) 
E tomtit sup1 lut(y*)- fit()7*)lP} ~< C6p' p ~> 2. (3.19) 
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Inequality (3.18) follows easily from Doob's maximal inequality and Burkholder's 
inequality. 
In order to check (3.19) we decompose l ut(y*) - tit(37*)l as follows: 
3 
[u , (y* ) -  ti,(;*)l ~ ~ lull, 
i -1  
with 
ul = fl eASB(f(e-As[e(~l + y*) + ~ + us(y*)]) 
- f (e-As[e(¢l  + Y*) + is + u,t~)(y*)]))ds, 
;o u 2 = eA~B(f(e-A~[g(~l + Y*) + is + U.~s)(y*)]) 
--f(e-AS[o(~l + 37*) + g,~s~ + ~i.(,(37")])) as, 
fo, u 3 = eASBf(e-AS[g(~l + 37*) + ~-.~sJ + ti.~s~()7*)]) 
- -  ea"~)Bf(e-A~[g(~ 1 + 37*) + ~-.~) + ~7.(~)(37")])} ds. 
First we prove 
E{o.<,~lsup ,u~ ," } <~ C6 v, 0>12. (3.20) 
Indeed, 
sup lu~[ ~< C [1 luAy*) - un(~)(y*)l ds 
0~<t~<l 3o 
for some positive constant C independent of 7r. Using (3.26) and (3.28) we can show 
sup Elu,(y*) - u,,)(y*)l p <~ C6 p. 
O<~t~ 1
Consequently, (3.20) holds. 
For u 2 we have 
<~ f l  e21aI~IBILs(Lo(I~I -- ~ [+ lY* lU21 37"1) I 
+ [is - ~-,(~) I + I u,~(y*) - ti,(~)(37*)l) ds. 
Therefore, 
e 21aIr -- 1 
E sup luffV ~< IBIL]Lg (E([~I -- ~-11 ~+ [Y* -- 37"10) 
ko~s~, 2IAI 
f l  e21AI~IBILyEI¢~ -- ~"(~)lP ds + 
+ f l  e2'Al~[B[L? E I sup ,u,.(y*) - ~.(;*), } ds. 
LO<.r~s 
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Clearly, 
E I~ I -~- I IP+ sup e]~s-(,(~)lP~C6 p, 
O~<s~l 
with C independent of 3. Consequently, 
t } e21alt- 1 E('Y* -- 37"[P) E sup lull p ~< C16v + IBILfL o 2 [A~ 
{.O<s<~t 
+ fl  e2lA's[B[Lf E { supo<.r<.s [Ur(Y*) -- ffr(f*)'P} aS" (3.21) 
Finally, we deal with ut 3 and we obtain 
[ut3] <~ fl leAS-- eAn~s)l IBI If(e-As[,q((1 + y*) + (,m) + a.~s)(Y*)-I)l ds 
+ fle~A~'lB[L]l e-as -- eAn(s)[ [ g(~-i + 37.) + ~-~s) + a.~s~(37*)l ds. 
Clearly, E[ (1 [p ~< C1, sup0 ~ s < 1E] ~-,(s)[P ~< C2 for some positive constants C1, C2 not 
depending on 6. Hence, the Lipschitz property of the mapping t ~ e At, t ~ e-At and 
the results stated in Remark 3.3 yield 
EtLo~t~mSUp [u3t lP} <~ C6 p, p >~ 2 (3.22) 
for some constant C independent of 6. 
Thus, the estimates (3.20) to (3.22) imply 
I } e 2lAIr - 1 
E sup lus(y*)- as(37*)[ p ~< C6 p + IBILiLg 2 IA~ E(]y* -37"[P) 
(O<~s<~t 
+fle21A'SlBlLyE{oSUPslu,(y*)-a,(37*)@ds. 
Lemma 3.1 with 
y(t)= E{oSUp [us(y*)- a,07*)lp}, 
e 2lAIr - l 
f(t) ---- C6 p + IB[L]Lg 21At E(ly* - y*IP), 
y(t) = e21alt[BILf, 
yields 
(3.23) 
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In particular, for t = 1, 
E(Iy* - 37* I p) ~< C(1 - K(LT, Lo) )- ~ 6 p (3.24) 
because ul (y*) = y* and 51 (37*) = ~*. The estimates (3.23) and (3.24) yield (3.19) and 
finish the proof of the Theorem. [] 
Let .9,.,, be an approximation of the fixed point ~* obtained at step m >~ 1 through 
the bisection method. From (3.30) we get 
I 37. _ 37.,"1 4 2 - (a,,- 1) (1 - K (L}, L0))- ~ ?. (3.25) 
Set 
XT' = e-a'[g(q3] ') + q37'], 
with q3~" = 4, + 5,(37"'). Then 
Et~o.<t<xSUp IX,- fT'lp} <~ C(6" + 2-p(n"-l'). 
Indeed, (3.16) and (3.22) ensure 
t sup I at()7*) - 5,(y*")l p ~ ~< [K(L}, Zo)] v (1 - g(L}, Lo)) -1El?l  p E 2 
I p(dm 
(0~<t~<l ) 
We end this section with some technical tools that have been used along the proofs. 
Lemma 3.1. Let f : [0,  1]-* ~,g: [0 ,  l ] - *  ~+ be continuous mappings. Consider a 
continuous function y:[0, 1] ~ ~ satisfying 
y( t ) <<. f ( t ) + f l g(s) y(s) ds, t ~ [0, 1]. 
Then, 
y(t) <~f(t) + f(s)g(s)exp g(u) du ds, t~ [0, 1]. 
Lemma 3.2. Under the assumptions of Proposition 3.1, the unique fixed point y* of the 
mapping y ~ ul(y), with {ut(y), t6 [0, 1-1 defined by (3.10), satisfies the following 
property: 
• There exists a random variable z possessing moments of any order such that 
ly*l <~ (1 - K(L}, Lo))-I r, (3.26) 
where K(Lf ,  Lo) is the constant given in (3.12). 
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Proof. The Lipschitz property of the coefficients f, g and Eq. (3.10) yield 
lu,(y)l ~< hi(t) + h2(t) + h3(t) + f t L]IBle21AI~Ius(y)I ds, 
do 
with 
eJAIt _ 
hi(t)----IBI If(o)P 1, 
h2(t) = fl L] [Ble 21Al, [le(0)l + L~1¢11 + I~,1] ds, 
e 21AIr --1 
ha(t) = L]IBIL o 21A~ lyl. 
Thus, Lemma 3.1 with f(t) = •3= 1 hi(t), g(t) = L]IBIe 2jAI', y(t) = I u,(y)l ensures 
]ut(y)[ ~ E hi(t) + (hi(s) + h2(s))L][B[e21AISexp L]IB[ ds 
,=1  / 
f l  e 2jAIs -- 1 2 2 _ _  + [Y[ LiLglB[ 
2}A[ 
e21Ait _ e21AI s'] 
e21Ats exp L?IB[ -2-(-~1 / ds 
Let 
z(t) = hi(t) + h2(t) 
f l  // e21AIt eEIAIs"~ 
+ (hi(s)+ h2(s))L][B[e21Al'exptL][B [ 2~-A~ )ds. (3.27) 
Notice that z(t) is a random variable in Op >1  LP(f2), t e [0, 1]. Then, 
lu,(y)t ~< z(t) + g(Ly, Lg)ly[. (3.28) 
The estimate (3.26) follows from (3.28) taking t = 1 and setting z = z(1). [] 
Remark 3.3. With parallel arguments the following results can also be proved. 
• There exists a random variable f(t) in 0v >~ 1LP(Q), t ~ [0, 1], such that 
ItT,(y)[ ~< fit) + K(L?, Lo)[y[. (3.29) 
• The unique fixed point 37* for the mapping y ~ til(y) satisfies 
137"1 ~< (1 - g(z~, Lg))- 1 ?. (3.30) 
where ? = f(1). 
Remark 3.4. For d -- 1, Eq. (3.1) is a particular case of the Stratonovich equation in 
(2.1). The boundary condition (3.2) satisfying (HI) includes the boundary condition 
FoXo + FiX1 = ho, FoF1 > 0. However, the restriction (3.12) between the Lipschitz 
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constant of f and the boundary condition is not necessary to the approach of 
Section 2. 
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